
Simplifying PC Building

Thanks to the hassle-free design, you can build your own EXPLORER and 

assemble the PC system with ease. Tool-less features include quick-release side 

panel, quick-release dust filter and quick release front panel.

Gen 2 Fast Gen 2 Furious

Built for super speed! USB 3.1 Gen 2 type-C is 

equipped and ready for data transfer.

* The actual data transfer speed will be determined by your  
   motherboard specification.

USB 3.1 Gen 2
SuperSpeedPlus
10Gb/s

USB 3.0 2X FASTER

USB 3.1

5Gb/s

10Gb/s

Exploring with Luna

Three of InWin’s Luna AL120 fans are included in the package. The 

high performance of the AL120 fans provide enhanced thermal 

solutions. Stay cool with Luna!

Explore with this Mini Cube!

The small footprint of EXPLORER allows you to place it in any environment 

without cluttering your work area. Suitable in your room, office, studio or 

your gaming battlestation!

2x120/140 Fans/
1x240 Radiator

Graphics card 330mm

PSU 160mm

Mini - ITX Motherboard 2x2.5”SSD/
1x3.5”HDD

1x120/140 Fan

Spacious Interior

EXPLORER is an ITX-Chassis that’s 

designed for those who desire a 

compact, high-performance PC. 

The specialized motherboard tray is 

horizontally placed to utilize every 

corner of the chassis. It’s capable of 

housing triple-slot GPUs up to 330 

mmmm in length, ATX12V PSUs up to 

160 mm in length and 140 mm 

case fans.

Swap EXPLORER’s Mask!

Two different materials are offered for the front 

panel, ventilated ABS and a more premium 

feeling SECC. Both are included for swapping. 

Select your desired front panel and begin 

building out of EXPLORER!

Multi Color Schemes!

EXPLORER offers different color 

combinations such as Bone White 

and Justice White. Rep your 

preferred style!

PC Build from the
Outside In

The EXPLORER gaming chassis 

offers you the chance to build 

your own PC case! Assemble the 

modular 10 pieces of EXPLORER 

to complete the mini tower. Nice 

DIY project for yourself or build 

the chassis with friends or family!


